
WHEELCHAIR AND WALKER PROCEDURES   

Wheelchair handling consists of 4 task groups: preparing to operate the lift; lift operating              
procedures; preparing to secure the wheelchair on the bus; and actually securing it. A best               
practice tip – if you are advised before the trip begins that you will have one or more                  
wheelchairs, consider performing the tasks for preparing to secure the wheel chair before you              
depart. 

 

PREPARING TO OPERATE THE LIFT 

The bus must be running, with the transmission in Park and the Emergency Brake set. This is the                  
only time you would normally use the Emergency Brake. Select a spot where the lift platform                
will be able to come down and come in complete contact with the ground. The lift will not                  
operate if you try to lower the edge of the platform onto a curb with nothing supporting the                  
rear of the lift platform. 

Either the driver or attendant must be in the driver’s seat whenever the bus is running. The key                  
to unlock the lift doors is inside the panel over the driver’s door. Make sure the lift doors are                   
locked except when using the lift. After unlocking the lift doors, fasten the right door open with                 
the latch provided, and fasten the left door open with a bungee cord connecting the left door                 
handle with the handle on the door on the rear of the bus. 

 

NORMAL LIFT OPERATING PROCEDURES 

The lift has two controls: the main power switch, near the floor in the corner by the right door;                   
and the control box, hanging on a hook above the power switch. The control box has two                 
switches: a fold / unfold switch; and an up / down switch. 

 

Turn on the power (a white flood light will come on near the top right corner of the doorway                   
and a green indicator near the switch), remove the control box from its hook and make sure                 
that the lift platform is fully folded (press and hold Fold and release when there is no                 
movement), then press and hold Unfold until the platform is fully extended and stops moving.               
Press Down and hold until the platform rests completely on the ground. If the platform is                
properly level, the small safety fence will drop down to permit loading of the wheelchair or                
walker. 

 

If a wheelchair, roll it, with its occupant facing away from the bus, onto the platform as far as it                    
will go, and set the wheelchair brakes. Test the brakes to see if the chair is stable. Engage the                   
safety strap. If a walker, assist the guest in moving as far forward on the platform with the                  
walker as possible. Engage the safety strap. With one hand press the Up button and, if                
necessary, steady the wheelchair or walker with the other. 

 

When the platform reaches the top, enter the bus. If a walker, assist the guest to a seat, fold                   
the walker and store it in the left rear corner of the bus. If a wheelchair and the guest is able,                     
help them slide into a seat, fold the wheelchair, and store it in the left rear corner of the bus. If                     
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the guest is not able, proceed to position the chair and secure it. Go back outside, fold the                  
platform, hang up the control box, turn off the power to the lift, close and lock the doors.  

Remember to release the Emergency Brake before proceeding. Unloading a wheelchair or            
walker is these same steps in reverse. 

 

MANUAL LIFT OPERATING PROCEDURES 

Inside the bus, on the floor on the left side of the lift, is a gray rectangular metal box with a large red                       
indicator light on top. This houses the electric pump that powers the hydraulic lift and that folds and unfolds                   
the platform. The red indicator lamp should come on when the power switch is turned on. If these indicators                   
fail to light, make sure the bus is in Park with the Emergency Brake set. There are a number of safety                     
interlocks that prevent lift operation if conditions are not correct. If conditions are correct and the lift still                  
fails to operate, then manual operation is indicated.  -  

 

RAISING AND LOWERING THE LIFT 

Attached to the rear of the box, with a pair of clamps, is a rod with a yellow grip. The top of the                       
rod is visible while it is still attached. Pull this rod straight up to detach. After the rod is                   
removed you can easily see the type of clamps that hold it and how to store it later. 

 

On the front of the box, near the top, is a place to insert the rod – similar to some types of car                       
jacks. Insert the rod into this receptacle and, with an up and down movement of the handle,                 
you will be manually pumping the hydraulic fluid to raise the lift. Continue pumping until the                
platform safety gate on the bus side of the platform drops. 

 

Further down on the front of the box, between the receptacle used for raising the lift and a                  
green instruction decal, is a circular indentation. The tip of the rod has a notch in it, so that                   
when rotated to the correct position it will fit into the indentation like a key into a keyhole.                  
Turn the rod to the left. This opens a valve that releases hydraulic fluid back into the reservoir,                  
allowing the lift to descend. When the lift reaches bottom and the platform safety gate on the                 
street side of the platform drops, turn the rod to the right to close the valve. The lift cannot be                    
raised again – normally or automatically – if this valve is left open. 

 

UNFOLDING AND FOLDING THE PLATFORM 

 

The fold and unfold functions of the lift use the same hydraulic system as the raise and lower                  
functions. 

 

To unfold the lift platform, open the valve as described above to lower the lift platform. It may                  
require a gentle push to move it from its vertical position. If unloading a guest the valve must                  
be closed before the descent begins to allow the wheelchair to be moved into position. When                
the safety gate begins to rise, close the valve and pump a stroke or two until it drops again. 
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To fold the lift platform after it has been completely raised and the guest, if any, has been                  
moved off the platform, resume the pumping action that raised the platform and it will fold. 

 

PREPARING TO SECURE A WHEELCHAIR 

On the left side of the bus are four twin seats. When all are raised, the bus has a capacity of 3                      
wheelchairs. If you know in advance how many wheelchairs you will be carrying, you can raise                
the appropriate number of seats before you start your trip, so that guests will not have to move                  
to the right hand seats as you pick up wheelchairs. If you do not know, you may have to move                    
wheelchairs forward as you encounter more along the route. If you have picked up multiple               
wheelchairs, when returning guests to their pickup points, be sure to load them in reverse               
order of their departure, so that the first to be unloaded is in the rear. 

 

To raise a seat, the seatback must first be folded forward. The release for the seatback is a Red                   
Lever on the back of the seat, near the junction of seatback and cushion on the aisle side. Press                   
the lever down to release the seatback for folding. To fold the seat, another Red Lever, under                 
the seat very near the first lever, must be pressed upward. It may be necessary to put                 
downward pressure on the seat to be able to operate this lever. The seat can now be raised to                   
its vertical position. When the seat is raised two more Red Levers become visible – one half way                  
down the seat and one near the floor. As the seat approaches vertical the Red Lever half way                  
down engages to support the seat. When fully vertical, you must reach down and rotate the                
bottom Red Lever to the right to lock the seat upright. You must always raise one more seat                  
than you have wheelchairs to have the maneuverability to secure the chair. The extra seat can                
often be lowered afterwards, depending upon the size of the wheelchair. 

 

Lowering the seat is the reverse of these steps. Rotate the bottom Red Lever to the left. Then                  
press in on the middle Red Lever to release the safety latch. The seat can now be lowered and                   
then the seatback can be raised. 

 

When the appropriate number of seats have been raised, remove the plastic covers from the               
tracks in the floor – one more track than the number of wheelchairs being loaded – and store                  
them out of the way. Later, when reinstalling these track covers, press down with the palm of                 
your hand to insert them because they are a tight fit. On the bottom of each seat except the                   
last one, visible when raised, are four wheelchair retainers. These lock into tracks on the               
bottom of the seats that are similar to the tracks in the floor.  

 

To remove the retainers from the seat, first turn the top portion of the two retainers on the                  
right 90 degrees to the right and the two retainers on the left 90 degrees to the left. This                   
exposes the retainer lock release tabs. The retainers lock into the tracks with 3 metal feet. By                 
lifting the release tab and shifting the retainer about a half inch left or right in the track, it will                    
come free. 
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Insert two retainers into each track near the far ends of the track. Pull up on the retainer lock                   
release tabs as you seat the 3 feet into the track. When fully inserted, shift the retainer about a                   
half inch right or left while releasing the retainer lock tabs. You will hear a click as they lock into                    
place. Rotate the retainers so that all four hooks are pointing toward where the wheelchair will                
be positioned. The wheelchair can now be moved into position so that it can be secured. 

 

SECURING A WHEELCHAIR 

Move the wheelchair into a position facing forward, as close to the folded seat as is                
comfortable for the guest with the wheelchair slightly forward of centered between the tracks.              
Set the wheelchair brakes.  

 

Examine the lower frame of the wheelchair looking for good attachment points for the retainer               
hooks. Do not attach the hooks to the wheels. Select a connection point on the frame as high                  
up (close to the seat) as possible. The retainers in the front track should be spaced slightly                 
wider than the connection points on the wheelchair. The retainers in the rear track should be                
placed slightly narrower than the connection points on the wheelchair. The Q’Straint            
manufacturer specifically states to NOT crisscross the straps when connecting the hooks to the              
wheelchair. Press on the Red Lever on the retainer to release the strap lock and extend the                 
strap with the hook to its full length. The strap is self-tightening, so maintain control of the                 
strap while positioning the hook. When all four hooks are engaged, moved the chair back and                
forth a little to take any slack out of the straps. 

 

There is a seatbelt for each wheelchair location. The seatbelt comes in two parts. One part is                 
permanently attached and hangs from the wall. The second part is a shorter belt stored in the                 
pouches attached to the wall near the floor behind the last seat on the driver’s side. The                 
shorter belt is attached to the rear aisle side wheelchair retainer with the buckle end brought                
near the wheelchair occupant’s right hip. The longer seatbelt, hanging from the wall, has two               
fasteners. The belt is brought across the guest’s chest and the fastener near the middle of the                 
belt is attached to the buckle of the short belt near the wheelchair occupant’s right hip. The far                  
end of the longer belt is fastened to a tab on the top of the retainer that is in the rear on the                       
window side of the track. Depending upon the size of the guest, the belt may be passed under                  
one or both arms for comfort. 

 

Now that maneuvering to secure the seat is completed, if there is enough clearance, lower the                
seat immediately in front of the wheelchair so that it can be returned to use by guests. 
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